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I. Executive Summary 
 

Most organizations are geared towards one area. It's not holistic, where it covers 
everything. This allows you to see the focus on the whole picture in our growth and 
development. I know it does for me because sometimes even I need a reality check.  
 
From the prison perspective, we were robbed of our being responsible because we 
were told what to do, when to do it, how to do it. Here, they allow us to merge back into 
freedom, so to speak, as opposed to, ‘I'm going to tell you what to do, when to do it, and 
how to do it.’ [Fortune will] sit everything there for you to utilize, so you can do it… at 
your own pace. Or stagnate yourself. But then the Star will help you to see that you're 
not going nowhere. 

Academy Client, August 2019 
 
The Fortune Society seeks to provide resources to, and advocate for, formerly incarcerated 
individuals. This goal led to the adoption and usage of the Outcome Star, a tool created by 
Triangle Consulting, an organization based in the United Kingdom. In collaboration with 
Triangle, Fortune tailored and prototyped Outcome Star (OS) in 2015 and 2016 to provide an 
innovative way for clients and staff to measure progress and impact of services. The Outcome 
Star (OS) supports Fortune’s current holistic approach to helping people who have been 
released from incarceration to establish healthy and fulfilling lives. OS was prototyped in one 
program in 2015 and since 2017 has been used in five programs.  
 
Since its introduction, the OS has undergone changes to refine the scope and utility of the tool 
and process for use. Fortune’s current leadership has internally observed and assessed the 
tool’s usefulness in tracking and promoting progress. They are clear that they need to better 
understand post-prototype staff and client needs and concerns before expanding the use of 
OS at Fortune – as well as potentially helping other organizations to implement and use it. 
 
Fortune previously engaged The Rensselaerville Institute (TRI) with support and resources 
provided by The Clark Foundation to get clearer on the results they were seeking and how to 
capture them. The Clark Foundation and TRI have partnered since 2001 to provide nonprofit 
grantees with help developing and implementing a practical framework to manage for results 
and achieve improved outcomes in reducing poverty in New York City.  
 
Leadership at Fortune is clear that their driving goal is to have a deep and enduring positive 
impact on each client’s well-being and chances for a fulfilling life – not simply to reduce 
recidivism. In order to do this and know they’ve succeeded, they want to:  

• measure holistic success (including social and individual determinants) 
• get beyond binary measures of success 
• measure incremental progress between major milestones and targets 
• know how well organizational resources serve their clients 

 
Fortune has extensive anecdotal evidence that OS is helping, and some early analysis 
provided by Triangle on the OS data itself. However, they understand this isn’t sufficient to 
know how well their services are working and how well OS is contributing to improving the lives 
of the people they serve. Some key questions that guide OS expansion discussions are; Does 
this tool provide better outcomes for clients? Is this a useful tool for staff and staff growth?  
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Over the past three years over 1,000 “Stars” have been created by clients at Fortune within 
their Alternative to Incarceration (ATI) and Housing programs. Data from the Stars is entered 
into Triangle’s online program, Star Online, and basic reports are generated that assist with 
case management. A team commissioned by TRI (with extensive thought partnership and 
support from a team at Fortune) reviewed current Star data as well as data from Fortune’s 
online case management system and select case file notes. Clients were interviewed and 
focus groups conducted with the qualitative data on client experiences and outcomes analyzed 
in conjunction with the quantitative data. In addition, a staff survey was conducted, and several 
senior and program leaders were interviewed for a staff perspective. for a look at more 
qualitative results.   
 

 
 
This report examines the early adoption and implementation of OS by Fortune and analyzes 
the usefulness of it in achieving Fortune’s mission and the conditions that optimize that use at 
the client, staff, and organizational levels. The outcome of this deep look at the initial 
implementation of the OS tools and processes at Fortune has led to a clear set of learnings 
and a results story that will inform Fortune Society’s work going forward.  
 
Recommendations in four areas are addressed at the conclusion of this report: 1) modify the 
tool to better align with the client needs and interests; 2) integrate individual treatment plans; 3) 
begin to build an in-house cadre of organizational experts; and 4) align reporting and data 
collection systems to focus on helping the client and staff end-users versus compliance export. 
These recommendations will primarily be building on what is already working and allow the 
growth of OS in supporting and increasing the strong success Fortune is already achieving 
with its clients. 

Outcome Star (OS) supports Fortune’s holistic approach to helping people who have been 

released from incarceration to establish healthy and fulfilling lives. The current staff feel that 

the tool is useful for tracking and promoting progress. Fortune will have to understand the 

results of the initial implementation before continuing and expanding the use of OS at 

Fortune – as well as potentially helping other organizations to use it.
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II. Initial Use of the Outcome Star at Fortune 
 

Everybody needs a buddy. Everybody needs someone there for them, to support them 
in whatever capacity and in this environment, when... Everybody's here for common 
reasons and different reasons but we all here in the same boat. And for the most part, 
everybody's here to get ahead in life, progress, and feel something better. That's not the 
case all the time. 

Academy Client, August 2019 
 
In 2013 Fortune undertook a “Social Impact Project” to better understand the outcomes it was 
seeking to achieve as the organization recognized that their work was much more than 
reducing recidivism. The result of that work was a framework for social impact. 
 

 
 
Coinciding with this initiative was an introduction to Triangle’s OS tool and protocol that 
connected a holistic approach and client agency with meaningful outcomes. 
 

 

The Outcomes Star™ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Provides 
meaningful 
outcomes 

information 

Empowers 
service users 
and supports 

them in making 
changes 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Promotes a consistent, 
holistic, assets based 
approach to key-work 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

© Triangle Consulting  Social Enterprise Ltd 
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As a result of the Social Impact Project, Fortune decided to “implement the use of two versions 
of the Outcome Star, the Homelessness Star™ and the Mental Health Recovery Star™. 
Housing (Academy, Scattered Sites & Castle Gardens) would introduce and utilize the 
Homelessness Star and Better Living Center would introduce and utilize the Mental Health 
Recovery Star.” (Outcome Star Implementation Report, April 12, 2015, Simon Jaffe). In 
addition. Fortune and Triangle collaborated on the creation of the Justice Star for use 
specifically with people who had been involved with the criminal justice system. 
 
Adoption of the OS was based on the current and emerging research that says: 

• Reentry work presents complex problems which require complex solutions 
• Desistance focused paradigm is recommended 
• Growing evidence around the role that social and emotional capabilities play in the 

achievement of extrinsic outcomes – in this respect, an individual’s optimism and desire 
to adopt a prosocial lifestyle may play an important role in the desistance process 

• What works (evidence-based program), how it works (methodology) is less important 
than who is central to working it – recognition the relationship between the worker and 
the client is a critical factor in effective interventions 

• Importance of therapeutic alliance – core qualities of empathy, respect or warmth of the 
worker based on mutual understanding and agreement about the nature and purpose of 
treatment are critical 

Outcome Star Update, August 16, 2018, Simon Jaffe 
 
Initial feedback on the pilot from a staff survey created by Triangle revealed that staff generally 
felt positive about the tool with the exception being responses to the statement: I found the 
process of completing the Star with clients too long. 50% answered that they agreed with this 
statement and another 21% were unsure. The staff comments supported Fortune’s interest in 
using the OS approach with an emphasis on the active role it allowed clients to take in their 
own treatment, as well as the visual nature of the Star itself. The clear and consistent negative 
feedback centered around the lack of alignment with other reporting tools and terminology as 
well as the size of the scale (1-10) (Outcome Star Implementation Report, April 12, 2015, 
Simon Jaffe). 
 
Eighteen months after the initial pilot the full implementation was examined in fall of 2016 with 
the assessment tools created by Triangle for clients and staff. Clients continued to report an 
appreciation of the visual nature of the tool and the opportunity to direct their own treatment 
and life goals. 84% enjoyed the connection with their caseworker around the use of the Star.  
 
The Housing staff continued to express that the process for completing the Homelessness Star 
took too long (47% thought it was too long in 2016 versus 50% in 2015). In contrast, only 10% 
of the ATI staff that had begun using the newly developed Justice Star felt that length of time 
for completing the Star was too long. This contrast is one of the differentiators that was set 
early on, and as we will see in this report, continued and grew. 
 
As with clients, staff in all programs noted that the Star was a way of strengthening and 
deepening relationships with clients by guiding conversations and raising important topics that 
hadn’t previously been addressed. 
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As the initial pilot of the three Stars wrapped up in 2016 and Fortune was fully engaged in 
implementation, they committed to the following as a way of achieving stronger client 
outcomes: 

• Greater consistency in approach among all our programs; 
• Increased staff professionalism and cultural competency due to frequent and reinforced 

trainings;  
• Better communication among all agency staff due to an improved knowledge of Fortune 

core values and practices; and 
• More real-time evaluation and refining of programs, as needed, based on a greater 

understanding of the Soft Outcomes Fortune wishes to see our clients achieve. 
Outcome Star Implementation Report, 09-26-16, Simon Jaffe 

 
 
III. Assessing the Role of the Outcome Star at The Fortune Society  
 

I was going to therapists and I'd give you a little piece, then I'd go to another therapist, 
then I'd give you another piece. One sponsor had told me upstate, he says "You know, 
if I get together with all the sponsors that you had, we'll have the whole you. Because 
you give a little bit." and I was like, wow. So I look at it like if you don't take a chance, 
you're going to keep on with that lie that has been created in your mind, or you have 
created; you'll never amount to this or something that happened would keep coming 
back to block your progress. 

Castle Client, August 2019  
 
Assumptions and Learnings 
 
As with any new initiative, in determining to implement OS, Fortune made necessary 
assumptions about their organization, the people they serve, and the actions they would take 
to improve. In mining the quantitative and qualitative data, knowing these assumptions helps 
us understand not just what we see but why we are seeing it.  Part of being able to do this well 
is by also framing a series of learning questions that maintain focus not simply for new 
information but also being able to make informed decisions that increase results.  
 
Initial Assumptions About Implementing OS at Fortune 
 
In order to be clear that the investigation into the efficacy of the OS at Fortune was useful, the 
senior leaders created a set of assumptions and learnings to guide the assessment work.  

• Housing and ATI were the right places to start because they captured the clients who 
were going to engage with Fortune over time due to the nature of these two areas.  

• These were also the right programs to pilot OS because both had some freedom to 
adapt the way they engage with the clients versus the more rigid rules around treatment 
plans in other program areas. 

• Initial roll-out was a precursor to agency-wide implementation 
• Clients would like the approach because it allowed for their agency and honored their 

individual starting points 
• The approach would add capacity to staff and clients to achieve the more holistic 

success to which Fortune is committed 
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Learning Questions 
 
Asking learning questions is a way of figuring out how the start informs the next phases. The 
questions formulated were born out of curiosity and interest in growth and results – not simply 
evaluation. Fortune was interested in what has been achieved through the use of the OS, 
where there is still opportunity to get better, and how to (or should they) scale the use of OS 
across all fourteen of their programs. In addition, Fortune expressed interest in exploring 
whether OS is something they can use in helping others get to better results in the sector.  
This meant establishing two sets of learning questions – one that is internal-facing and the 
other external-facing in the following categories:  
 
Clients 

• Does OS help clients get better and do we see indications that there is continued 
improvement over time? 

• Does OS have different impact on different cohorts of clients?  
• Does improvement in one domain relate to improvement in others - do all domains lift?  
• Is dosage related to where clients are at with OS (depth, length, quantity, sequence)? 
• What is the result of having multiple staff use the OS with a client?   

 
Tools and Processes 

• Should there be one Star (potentially with optional areas that are specific to program)? 
• How much does the actual tool impact successful use? 
• What elements of the process are most effective (and which are least)? 
• Are some methods of delivery better than others? 

 
Organization 

• Should OS be applied in all program areas? 
• Are there adaptations that need to be made to the training and ongoing development 

model? How long does it take to train basics – how long does it take to get good? 
• What recommendations can be made around for reporting, hiring, and data systems? 
• What are the characteristics of leaders that make this work well? Staff members? 
• Do staff see a value proposition for the OS as a tool and approach?  

 
Methodology and Approach 
 
In the data gathering and analysis components of this assessment, client confidentiality was 
maintained through the use of client ID numbers. Identifiers for clients were redacted without 
the authors or data analysts of this report being privileged to them. Staff anonymity was also 
preserved in the survey process. Program and senior leader names are referenced when 
appropriate, and with permission. 
  
Quantitative Data Analysis Methodology 
 
The analysis of quantitative data examined baseline and follow-up information for clients of 
Fortune Society who utilized OS as part of their involvement in the ATI or Housing programs. 
This analysis occurred from July through October 2019. Further information about the 
methodology and approach are in the Appendix. For each program, the following analyses 
were conducted: 
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• Summary of star self-assessment 
• Change from baseline to follow-up in Star self-rating  
• Breakout of self-assessment data by demographic 
• Change from client baseline to follow-up in caseworker data 
• Breakout of caseworker data by demographic 
• Comparison of self-ratings to caseworker-collected data on overlapping metrics of 

accommodation, drug and alcohol use, and mental health 
• Change in Star scores by caseworker 

 
The initial record review identified1,009 clients with two or more Stars. The goal was to review 
and analyze the Stars and other data collected by Fortune for 200 clients. Among the cohort of 
client Star records selected, 70 used the Homelessness Star, 100 used the Justice Star, and 
30 used the Recovery Star.   
 
Qualitative Data Analysis and Methodology 
 
Three primary sources for input about the experience, usefulness, and prompt for behavior 
change were solicited and considered. These included individual interviews and focus groups 
with clients as well as a three-part anonymous survey of mid-level management and line 
workers (case managers and counselors). More information about the interview questions and 
protocol are available in the Appendix. 
 
 
IV.  Findings 
 

We need things in life to help us see who we are and where we are in life. 
Academy Client, August 2019 

 
In the OS process clients rate themselves on a scale of one to ten for each key domain. In 
comparing the rate of change from the first Star to the second we see shifts across programs 
and domains (see Table A). While not all of the domains are the same for each program, there 
are seven that are the same or similar across programs. Note that highlighted cells represent 
the greatest change in average rating from pre to post with .5 or higher average change. 
 

TABLE A: Average Rate of Change by Programs 
  Homelessness Star Justice Star Recovery Star 

Domains Pre Post Average 
Change Pre Post Average 

Change Pre Post Average 
Change 

Managing tenancy and accommodation 6.13 5.91 -0.22 7.98 8.86 0.87 6.57 8.33 1.71 
Self-care and living skills 6.61 6.64 0.03 8.29 8.85 0.55 7.63 8.30 0.65 
Emotional and mental health 6.33 6.13 -0.20 8.39 8.89 0. 50 8.03 8.23 0.19 
Social networks and relationships/ Friends 
and community 6.12 5.96 -0.16 7.74 8.49 0.74 5.87 7.47 1.55 
Drug and alcohol misuse 6.97 6.41 -0.56 7.57 8.63 1.05 6.93 8.07 1.10 
Meaningful or positive use of time 6.39 6.10 -0.29 7.75 8.58 0.82 7.70 8.37 0.65 
Offending/ Crime free life 7.55 7.36 -0.19 6.99 8.34 1.34 6.67 8.03 1.32 
                    

Total Average 6.59 6.36 -0.23 7.82 8.66 0.84 7.06 8.11 1.02 
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The Justice Star and Recovery Star both show significant positive shifts in average rate of 
change on most domains. Justice Star has gains in all domains and the Recovery Star has the 
highest overall average rate of change. 
 
This section examines the changes in domain scores and considers the case data at intake 
and discharge to better understand client perception and growth in the context of objective 
factors.  In addition to the 1-10 scale on which clients rate themselves, we look at five bands of 
self-assessment: Stuck (1-2), Accepting Help (3-4), Motivated and Taking Responsibility (5-6), 
Learning What Works (7-8), and Self-Reliance (9-10). Movement over time toward primary 
goals is a predictor of longer-term success. Furthermore, clients who see and track their own 
progress expressed optimism and commitment for achieving goals. 
 
ATI and Justice Star 
 
The population using the Justice Star are primarily participants in the ATI Freedom program.  
The OS data in Chart B clearly shows that these clients start relatively high and finish higher 
than they started; in all domains.  
 

 
 
These clients tend to be younger with half of the overall population being 21 and under and 
only 15% of the population being over 30. As a result, the case data and conversations with 
staff and clients make it clear that many of the determinants that become more entrenched and 
challenging to overcome, simply aren’t as great a factor for this population. These include 
mental health, substance abuse, and physical health. Additionally, the impact of long-term 
unemployment and the likelihood of dependents is also minimized.  The case data shows less 
than 10% with physical health needs (pre and post) – with the exception of asthma as a 
condition in about 10%.  Additionally, less than 10% were engaged in serious substance abuse 
and less than 5% experiencing mental health concerns requiring treatment. The missing 
element from the mental health data is the impact of trauma on social and emotional wellness.  
 
The other complex domain for this client population is housing, as seen in Chart C. While 
accommodation is addressed in case notes and in the use of the Star, typically these clients 
are living in home situations with family. These home situations are often reported by clients 
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and caseworkers as presenting dysfunction (drugs, abuse, other criminal activity) despite 
technically qualifying as stable housing. Clients often initially self-report high scores on the 
accommodation domain. Former ATI Director, Mike Perez, noted that often it was initially 
difficult for clients to see this dysfunction and address it in their Stars. Both the Star and the 
case data support major positive impact on the living situations for these clients with major 
moves from transitional situations to permanent ones. 

  

 
 
The following set of diagrams show the movement between clients’ first Star and the second 
Star. The left side represents the rating the clients gave themselves on the first self-
assessment.  The more people who gave themselves a rating, the taller the black line that's 
labeled with a category (e.g., “Stuck”).  The bands then split based on their post self-
assessment; the black line on the right represents how many people were in the category on 
the post-assessment.  This helps visualize the people who either jumped up significantly or 
jumped down significant. 
 

Diagram D: Justice Star – Crime-Free Life 
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Diagram D demonstrates the movement on the domain Crime-free Life which is the major 
programmatic focus for ATI.  In general, the self-reliance category expanded substantially from 
pre to post with over half of the clients now being self-reliant; with approximately 20% jumping 
from motivated to self-reliant.  Only a few clients dropped in scores as seen by the colors 
cutting across bands.   
 
With living situations being noted earlier as a key area it is interesting to look at those shifts as 
well. The shifts in the Star for the domains of Accommodation and Living Skills and Self-Care 
show that over 60% of clients now fall in the self-reliance category. This demonstrates significant 
growth in areas that are critical predictors of success. 
 

Diagram E: Justice Star – Accommodation    Diagram F: Justice Star – Living Skills & Self-Care 

   
 
In speaking with clients, a number noted that the counselors and staff held them responsible 
for being honest about starting points and progress.   
 

I remember, we did the Star and I thought that I was a 10, I was up there. He had it 
smaller and that was the only thing, I was like, "How come my thing's smaller?" He's 
taking his time, he's not jumping the gun and saying, "Oh yeah, he's good", he's taking 
his time...Challenging me, right. And I see it and I notice it so I can appreciate it.  

ATI Client, August 2019  
 
Former Director, Mike Perez stated that this took time and energy on the part of the case 
managers and a new skillset.  These conversations, he noted, provided an opportunity for 
important counseling.  
 
Housing Programs and The Homelessness Star 
 
While the housing programs overall showed a decline in Star scores, when we look at the 
three programs separately (Table G), there is a clear distinction between Scattered Sites and 
the Academy and Castle Gardens programs.  
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TABLE G: Average Rate of Change for Housing Programs 
HOUSING PROGRAMS Scattered Site Academy Castle Gardens 
Number of clients 31 31 7 

Domains Pre Post Average 
Change Pre Post Average 

Change Pre Post Average 
Change 

Motivation and taking responsibility 5.55 5.94 0.39 6.63 5.91 -0.72 8.57 8.29 -0.29 
Self-care and living skills 6.00 6.26 0.26 6.50 6.38 -0.13 9.14 8.29 -0.86 
Managing money and personal 
administration 5.58 5.97 0.39 6.84 6.16 -0.69 9.00 8.43 -0.57 
Social networks and relationships 5.23 5.87 0.65 6.09 6.00 -0.09 7.71 6.86 -0.86 
Drug and alcohol misuse 5.29 6.29 1.00 6.84 7.06 0.22 8.43 8.57 0.14 
Physical health 5.42 6.45 1.03 6.81 6.50 -0.31 8.00 7.86 -0.14 
Emotional and mental health 5.45 6.23 0.77 6.28 6.00 -0.28 7.57 7.43 -0.14 
Meaningful use of time 5.45 6.16 0.71 6.13 6.22 0.09 8.00 7.29 -0.71 
Managing tenancy and 
accommodation 5.48 5.87 0.39 5.56 5.84 0.28 8.57 7.71 -0.86 
Offending 6.74 7.29 0.55 7.38 7.31 -0.06 9.00 8.71 -0.29 

 
 
Additionally, while the Academy ratings are significant, the Castle sample with only seven 
clients is too small to draw substantive conclusions. It is interesting to note that the Academy 
clients rated themselves lower on domains for Motivation and Managing Money that were not 
as statistically meaningful for Scattered Sites. Whereas the statistically meaningful areas for 
Scattered Sites (Social Networks, Drug and Alcohol Misuse, Physical Health, Mental Health, 
Use of Time, and Accommodation) were not statistically meaningful for the Academy clients. 
 

 

Chart H: 
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While in part there may be underlying efficacy issues with the implementation and use of the 
Homelessness Star in Fortune’s Housing programs, it was also clear from conversations with 
staff and clients that the challenges facing clients in the housing programs tend to be more 
multi-faceted and entrenched with clients who are simultaneously dealing with multiple basic 
needs concerns. This is the oldest population among the three Star groups with 43% of clients 
over age 50 versus 13% of Recovery Star clients and 4% of Justice Star clients. With this 
come the challenges of clients who have had more incarcerations and longer incarceration 
times. All of these factors impact staff ability to focus on the Star amid competing interests of 
substance abuse, difficulty managing money, and health issues - all of which occur at higher 
rates within this population according to case note data. It also means that meaningful change 
happens incrementally, and the issue lies more with the capture and understanding of that 
change than it does with the change itself (which is clearly happening for clients). 
 

You know, it shows me where I'm progressing, where I'm slacking on my everyday 
being and all that...I'm isolating a lot, so I know that. And I got to exercise because I've 
been gaining weight. But the positive thing is, is I never cooked before. I always just ate 
frozen meals. So now I'm starting to cook a little bit more... Because I, in my head, I 
don't see any progress. I feel like I'm stale and stagnant right now. I've been in the 
process for five years trying to get my disability. And it just seems like I'm in limbo and 
then, you know, at least when I come here and I see…I'm still sober and I'm not using 
drugs or alcohol. I have my own place where I can go and cook and buy some food. I'm 
not living in the shelter or a halfway house.  

Scattered Sites Client, September 2019 
 

Interviewer:  Do you use it to set goals?         
Client: Yeah, I went today for my GED. I signed up for my GED. Did my housing package. 
So he's helping me. I never memorized this but the living skills, self-care, living skills. I've 
been pretty good, put it like that. Being diagnosed...I mean I don't know if you understand, 
but I'm diagnosed schizophrenic. Sometimes if I'm not home with my meds...  

Interview with Academy Client, August 2019 
 
In the Diagram I the criss-crossing strands demonstrate numerous jumps in scores, both up 
and down when it comes to managing tenancy and accommodation. In part, this is likely due to 
where clients start and how they view that situation. Clients who secured temporary housing 
after having been homeless might have rated themselves high on the first star – whereas if 
they are still in temporary housing at the next, this might feel less secure at this juncture. 
Feedback from clients and case data, as well as national research, indicates that housing 
instability is typically an entrenched issue and takes longer to resolve to sustained reliability. 
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Diagram I: Homelessness Star - Accommodation 

 

Mental Health and The Recovery Star 
 
The Recovery Star was implemented for a specific population within ATI who were mandated 
to The Better Living Center for treatment for mental health or substance abuse issues. This 
population is distinct from the rest of ATI (which uses the Justice Star). The use of the 
Recovery Star at the Better Living Center was timebound and is not currently in use.  
 

 
 
As with the use of the Justice Star, we see consistent increases in domain ratings between the 
initial and final Star (Chart J). The biggest gains show up in Accommodation, Friends and 
Community, and Crime-Free Life.  
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When we look more deeply at the first Star assessment for managing mental health, the 
ratings ranged across all 5 categories (Stuck, Accepting Help, etc.). In the post-assessment, all 
clients rated themselves at least a 5-6.  
 

Diagram K: Recovery Star – Managing Mental Health 

 
 
What’s further interesting in the Recovery Star data is the contrast between the case notes that 
capture initial perception around substance abuse (one of the key reasons clients were 
mandated to the Better Living Center) in contrast to the discharge notes, (Chart L and Diagram 
M). Clients initially failed or refused to recognize this; with only 7% acknowledging an issue. At 
discharge this is at 57%.  The Star is illuminating here because it helps clarify that this is about 
client acknowledgement of an issue and beginning to address it through treatment. 
 

Diagram M: Recovery Star – Drug and Alcohol Use 
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V. Understanding the Findings 
 
Structural Components of the Star 
 

It's better because it's not the same humdrum format that you see on [treatment] plans 
and wellness plans, and the stuff. There's a straight down line, you have to get that. It 
isn't like that. It's like a fun circle, and you're looking at it, and you're seeing where 
you're at.  

Scattered Sites Client, September 2019 
 

 
 

Justice Star 
Note: comparison shows average change from first to 
second star for Fortune since implementation. 

 
Clear Visual and Rating Elements 
 
There are two components to the structure of the Star that stand out to clients and staff: the 
visual Star and the ratings that clients use to self-assess progress. Since the introduction of 
the Star the clients and staff have been consistent in their appreciation for the visual nature of 
the Star. In interviews and focus groups clients note that being able to see, through the points 
of the Star, where they are excelling and where they have work to do, is helpful to their 
progress. “You can definitely see how it’s something different, definitely not just notes on the 
paper and words on a paper, it’s something visual that you can see your progress.” (ATI client, 
September 2019).   

What's new?
Improvements to the Star Online published 9th October 2019
The latest set of upgrades was published at midday on 9th October and includes some minor improvements to the action plan feature
plus clearer and more helpful information where Stars are pending deletion.

Read about all the upgrades and issues fixed.

Don't show me this again

Show data on Star

Star Online | www.staronline.org.uk | © Triangle Consulting Social Enterprise Ltd. 2019

Average values displayed

 Star

First

Second

What does this Star show?
Produced on 10/11/2019

This star illustrates a report on Justice
Star data for the Justice Star service
showing the average value for each
scale.
Including clients who.
The report has been refined to show
the following client groups only:

support needs - all
ethnicity - all
age - all
gender - all

Stars used to produce the report were
completed jointly or by worker.
Retrospective stars were not included.
The initial reading used is the first
ever. The last reading used is the most
recent.
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One of the advantages of being able to talk with clients and look at their Stars over multiple 
uses is seeing what gets developed and understood over time. Some of the clients looked at 
how their Stars connected to each other: 
 

When they overlap the months on top of each other, I can see where they put lines, and 
you start actually getting a whole representation of what you've been doing the last 
couple of months. It’s helpful that its visual. You can just read something, yeah, 
whatever, whatever, whatever. For me, when I see it visually it helps me more. 

Scattered Sites Client, September 2019 
 
Staff who were surveyed connected the value of the visual structure with the rating scale that 
clients used to self-assess. One staff person commented, “The visual aid appears to be the 
greatest benefit for clients. The progression or lack thereof in a numerical form is good to show 
evidence that they can see.” Academy clients were those most likely to comment on the rating 
system in interviews. The possibility exists that this program focuses on ratings more than 
others. Staff and clients reported that self-assessing with a number pushed clients to self-
reflect and often motivated them to work harder between conversations about Star goals. 
 

When you’re doing the start and you’re honest about where your weaknesses are, then 
next time you see your case manager, more than likely if you was doing what you were 
supposed to do, it would be one or two notches up. So when you’re doing better and 
they ask you, “Well, how are you doing better?” and…at one time maybe I wasn’t 
employed and then I finally found employment and I got a full time job, so of course you 
pushing that out from five or six all the way to eight or nine.  

Academy Client, August 2019 
 
In the interviews and focus groups some Housing program clients stated that the staff person 
guiding them chose to allow clients to rate themselves higher than their reality indicated. 
Academy clients in particular were more likely to have an experience where they were allowed 
to rate themselves higher and then have case managers circle back at a later date to revisit 
and adjust. One response to this from clients was that they were able to figure out for 
themselves that they’d been dishonest with themselves. Some felt this was helpful. 
 

Interviewer: How did your case manager respond when you turned in the form with all 
10s, or you said you were all 10s?     
 
Academy Focus Group Participant: Initially, the case managers just took it and filed it. I 
think it was good because it gave us a chance to, as time went on, to revisit that. You 
still feel you are, you know? You started off perfect. Why are you coming here? You 
come here to me for this or that, and not to put you down but if you're perfect or think 
you're perfect, why do you feel you need someone? Or on the reverse, why do you feel 
you don't need someone? You've been in prison for all this time or this amount of time 
and you don't need no one.  

Academy Client, August 2019  
 
There is some thinking among staff that allowing clients to come to this realization over the 
course of working with the Stars is helpful and that doing so acknowledges that vulnerability, 
especially with Fortune’s clients, is something that takes time. However, this is not the protocol 
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that is currently set forth by Triangle. The counter argument is that deviation may do more than 
skew the results on paper; it may also delay clients confronting the changes they need to make 
since the Stars aren’t reset until 90 days. As one Academy client stated:  
 

When I first filled out the Star, because upon starting the program we fill out the Star, 
and I don't think we do it honestly. I think when you ask someone to fill this out, we do it 
with the perspective of ‘Well, I better put my best foot forward. Somebody might read 
this.’ Not necessarily being let me be truthful with myself so I can see where I'm at to 
understand where I'm going. That doesn't even cross our minds. So when I filled it out 
the first time, I actually felt, you know what? I put all 10s. Okay. I'm there already. But 
then in my mind, I'm like, what am I doing here if I'm already there that high? So I had to 
reevaluate myself.  

Academy Client, August 2019 
 
Quantity and Relevancy of Domains 
 
Two structural concerns arose in looking at the results of the Star and client movement on it: 
number of domains and the lack of flexibility in the domains. The data analysis makes it clear 
that in the three programs where clients saw notable gains (Scattered Sites, Freedom, and 
Better Living) they did not see them in all domains (Table N).   
 

TABLE N: Major Program Gains by Domain 
 Scattered Sites ATI Better Living 

Social networks and relationships   � 
Drug and alcohol misuse � � � 
Physical health �   
Managing tenancy and accommodation   � 
Offending/Crime-free life  � � 

 
While the visual aspects helped, clients were less sure about the content of each domain on 
the Star and how it related to them and their goals. There is much to be said for the holistic 
approach and its likelihood of sustainability. However, ten domains is a substantial number to 
track for people who may not have successfully or tenaciously set goals before, or who are 
managing multiple pressing issues. 
 
Additionally, not all domains apply to all clients and this detracts from the sense of 
individualized approach, relevancy, and agency. While some clients appreciated having a 
sense of validation that not everything was problematic in their lives, the sense of false 
accomplishment simply in the absence of a challenge is likely not helpful. As previously noted, 
for a younger population like that of ATI, certain domains are much less applicable, if at all. 
 

It’s good to see certain things that didn't apply to you at all, so you was able to give 
yourself a high score in that. So, there was this stuff that really applied to you, and you 
wasn't doing what you had to do, and you had to be honest and give yourself a low 
score. It would balance out. If everything was negative and everything was low, you're 
going to get a little bit hard on yourself and probably feel a little bit down. But, it allowed 
you to see the stuff you are doing better. 

Scattered Sites Client, September 2019 
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An additional concern about the number of domains is the obvious one of time that it takes to 
go through the full OS questionnaire in order to complete the Star. The OS serves as the 
treatment plan; or one version of multiple treatment plans that a client has. While the 
duplication of work is addressed later in this report, the time issue remains given that often 
sessions between case workers and clients are 30 minutes and staff report that generally it 
takes closer to 60 minutes and in 20% of cases over 60 minutes.  While this diminishes some 
with subsequent uses, 56% of staff say it still takes over the allotted 30 minutes to complete.  
 
Focus on Progress and Movement 
 

Again, my goal is to fill it, to get to the beginning, to the best of myself. I don't know if I'll 
ever get to it, I'll be honest, but I'm trying, I'll tell you that much, I'm trying. I've changed 
so much, I'm not the person I used to be.  

Castle Client, August 2019 
 
As noted above with the complexity of the Housing programs and use of the Homelessness 
Star by clients, OS is intended to help clients identify goals that are important to them and 
assess where they are in relationship to those goals at regular intervals. Often, the progress is 
nuanced and progressive and needs to be taken in context with the holistic goal of Fortune to 
help make clients’ lives better.  
 
Momentum might always be forward but the movement toward a healthy and productive life 
might not always be that linear. Sometimes for clients this meant taking a clear look at where 
they fell back. This was also often seen as progress because clients were able to look at 
missteps and talk with caseworkers about what happened – and to learn from that.  Giving 
some new meaning to the Mark Twain adage, “I never learned from the mistake I didn’t make.” 
 

I was an eight before, I'm just going to use it as an example, I'm going to say violating 
the law. So, if I was an eight before and now I'm a three - then I could sit back and do 
some self-inventory. Look at myself in the mirror and like, okay, what happened here? 
Why, what happened? From an eight, I went down to a three.  

Academy Client, August 2019 
 
Often movement was about sweating the small stuff, whether it was setting a schedule to 
make better use of time, remembering to cook a meal, or choosing not to get angry. Clients 
and staff used words such as “road”, “path”, and “map” – all of which connote intentional 
motion. 
 
Agency 
 

The Star gives us a gauge where we can slowly see our progression or stagnation or 
growth and development. That's if we are ready ourselves to be honest and make the 
change and the transformation because I don't care what papers or things you put 
together for an individual to help himself or to feed him, but if he's not hungry, he's not 
going to eat. (p.6) 

Academy Client, August 2019 
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Unlike traditional treatment approaches which often are created for clients, the OS approach is 
a collaborative one and aims at creating a positive experience for the client. According to one 
staff member the greatest benefit is to help the case manager and clients clearly identify a 
starting point for clients to work on achieving their goals with positive approach. 
 

My counselor gave the Star chart, he said it’s just a rating system, from 1 to 10. Just 
rate yourself in these areas, and certain ones I rated it a 0. Ones that I was slacking on, 
and he said "Nah bro, you can't be a 0", and he gave me the explanation of what the 
number value was. Hopeless and stuff like that, and he goes, "that ain't you." I'm 
reading and I say "Nah, it ain’t." …That was very helpful the way he did it like that, 
because he had me do it first. 

Scattered Sites Client, September 2019 
  
Different caseworkers had different approaches to prompting and cultivating client agency; 
very likely in response to what they knew of their clients. Supervisors spoke consistently about 
urging caseworkers to “meet clients where they are at.” Clients appreciated that staff allowed 
them the freedom to make decisions about the Star. At no point in the research did any client 
state that staff made OS decisions for them. Perhaps most importantly was the frequency of 
clients asserting they felt responsible for their own growth. This is the clear belief of the OS: 
that a high level of ownership increases the likelihood that people will continue to make 
positive decisions. 
 
Need for Consistent Attention 
 
When forward momentum has to be hard-won, it takes regular attention to maintain optimism 
and enthusiasm that the results will come. Keeping goals front and center also necessitates 
this focus. The expectation is that clients will engage in 90-day OS cycles and that 
caseworkers will look at the Stars with clients throughout those three-month periods. 75% of 
caseworkers reported that they conduct Star reviews at 90-day intervals. The picture of what 
happens between those periods is less clear according to staff survey questions where 
answers indicate that only half the staff uses the Star regularly (Chart O). The reasoning for 
this may lie in the answer to another set of responses where half the staff agreed with the 
statement, “I find it challenging to use the Star during sessions with clients.” 
 
 
  Chart O 
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ATI clients, who have the most amount of time and interaction with their caseworkers due to 
the structure of the program, were the ones most likely to raise issues of inconsistency. Some 
felt the Star was introduced and then wasn’t used again: “…the focus of it was only on the first 
day. This is what it is, this is what it's for and then it went in the back of my file and I never 
really seen it again.” (ATI Client, September 2019). In part this may be due to the youth and 
lack of experience in setting and being responsible for goals. It may also be the expectation on 
the part of younger clients that the staff will manage this for them.  
 
Role of Caseworker/Counselor 
 

I think between the case manager and the Outcome Stars, the combination works. The 
Outcome Star by itself, if I had it for myself, it won't be the same as her giving it to me 
and explaining it. Yes, it's very helpful, I see where I'm weak at, and where my strengths 
are… She pushes me in the right way all the time. So, we have a good relationship. I 
don't lie to her, I don't need to I don't lie anyways, but she's an amazing person. She's 
so easy to talk to, so that's cool. 

Castle Client, August 2019  
 
Given Fortune’s humanistic and holistic approach to helping clients, along with its commitment 
to hiring from within, the clients made strong connections between the usefulness of the Star 
and the relationships they created with their caseworkers. The overwhelming response was 
one of deep appreciation for the empathy, commitment, and helpfulness of the caseworkers; 
including for the challenging stance they sometimes took.  
 
Caseworker Data 
 
This finding is fundamentally beyond the scope of this report and for the most part not included 
in the initial data collected for the quantitative data review. To undertake it in depth would 
require a different set of techniques and permissions. However, given the importance of it in 
the interviews conducted with leaders and clients, we chose to take an initial look at the data 
available through Triangle’s system. We examined client data and Star progress by 
caseworker for this section of the report.  
 
In terms of methodology for this data set, it is important to note several distinctions from earlier 
data sets: 

• Only current staff are in the Triangle system. Data from prior caseworkers was not 
reviewed. 

• Due to caseworker turnover, not all current caseworkers cover the all of the client Stars 
assessed for the client cohort of 200. 

• For comparison we looked at the full number of Stars that a caseworker had ever had 
and the Stars just for current clients (within the last three months) in order to understand 
what changes might occur for caseworkers over time in using the Star. 

• We looked at caseworkers who had at least 10 clients in both of these data sets. 
• Lastly, we were only able to look at the Justice Star caseworkers and the 

Homelessness Star caseworkers because the Recovery Star is not currently in use. 
Within the housing programs we are not able to share full data for the Castle Gardens 
program because only two caseworkers had sufficient data and sharing it would 
compromise anonymity. 
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Justice Star 
 
One of the first key differences was between the programs. The findings for the Justice Star 
were very consistent among caseworkers with the data. Of the five caseworkers observed all 
showed growth over the total number of Stars completed (Chart P). Only one caseworker 
(number 4) showed a significant difference in the amount of growth in the recent (current within 
last three months) Stars compared with overall. The initial conclusion is that the caseworker 
approach to clients within the ATI program is consistent from the start. 
 

 
 
Clients of ATI’s Freedom Program spend an intensive period of interaction and participation in 
the program and the caseworker role is seen more as a counseling one within the context of 
the program. Former ATI Director, Mike Perez noted the distinction: “Case management work 
is not the same as counseling. A lot of the case managers are doing counseling.” Multiple 
clients talked about the guidance that was dispensed and that they had an appreciation for it.  
 

You got people to guide you. They tell you this and that, you know what I'm saying? 
They give you advice. That's the first thing they said. It was really important. You've got 
people from different places just coming and trying to help move forward. They're 
guiding you, giving you advice. This is this, this is that. Do this, do that. Try and take 
care of your business. It's all trying to help you out in life, you know what I'm saying?  

ATI Client, August 2019  
 
In analyzing the ATI caseworker data by domain, it was clear that several showed more 
significant gains that others, indicating a greater emphasis on these as important to clients and 
caseworkers (Chart Q).  
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The most significant domains are Crime-free Life and Drugs and Alcohol as seen in Charts R 
and S. 
 

     
 
The one area that was inconsistent (and in fact led to the bigger difference in gains shown by 
Caseworker 4) was the Star domain for Parenting. With that removed from the mix it is clear 
that the caseworkers are even more similar in their average gains (Chart T).  
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Based on the interviews with clients and program leaders, the conclusion here is not a 
difference in caseworkers, as much as it is that this particular domain is an outlier. Parenting is 
not as relevant to most of the clients in the Freedom program of ATI. This is likely due to the 
young age of many of these clients and the higher number who are not parents or where the 
family relationships have not ruptured because this is more likely to be the first significant 
interaction with the justice system. 
 
Homelessness Star 
 
Given the very different populations of the housing programs, from emergency or transitional 
housing to being located in community with remote support, it is no surprise that the data is 
more varied and complex. Coupled with this is a clientele where the majority have either been 
incarcerated for longer periods of time or have experienced multiple incarcerations. They are 
also more likely to have experienced adverse effects on the social determinants of health such 
as chronic drug or alcohol misuse and disruption in social and familial relationships. The 
longer-term nature of these challenges to a healthy and fulfilling life presents a more complex 
set of challenges for these clients than the typical ATI clients. In many ways it is harder to 
generalize or paint a picture of a typical housing program client; something that clients and 
program directors from both areas confirm. 
 

You got to remember the demographics and the clientele here is wide as far as 
comprehension level, educational level, and so how this might work for one person, may 
not work for the next. And how this case manager sits down with a person to 
communicate, may not be as effective 

Academy Client, September 2019  
 
There are clear differences in the Star results by caseworker for Academy and Scattered Sites. 
As Program Director Luis Garrestegue observed, “It’s most complicated with the ones who live 
in community, our Scattered Sites. Sometimes you’re lucky if you get them for 15-20 minutes. 
Sometimes they’re not home when the caseworker makes a visit. Those who are in transitional 
housing are easier because they’re right there. Sometimes I remind them that this is how we 
do things.”  
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As can be seen in Charts U and V, the overall movement for clients on the Homelessness Star 
is less consistent across caseworkers and domains than it was for Justice Star clients. The 
movement by caseworker for Academy clients does maintain some relative consistency and 
patterns with only three domains showing major differences. In contrast, the use of the 
Homelessness Star across the Scattered Sites caseworkers reveals virtually no patterns 
across domains. 
 
This is likely attributable to two significant differences. First, is the lack of regular interaction 
between Scattered Sites clients and their caseworkers given that they live in community and 
are not as closely tied to Fortune on a day to day basis. As noted previously, consistency is an 
integral part of the success of the OS based on the recommended use by Triangle. The 
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second factor relates to the data set itself and the volume of caseworkers in the sample 
examined. There are more than triple the number of caseworkers represented for the 
Scattered Sites as the caseworkers reviewed for Academy. This substantial difference in 
sample size is impacts the data set and likely skews the results we are seeing. A more 
intentional evaluation would be needed to mitigate this impact. 
 
Caseworker Use of the Outcome Star 
 
A distinction in use based on client and staff interviews relates to the challenge of when people 
are ready for this work and when there is enough trust built with the staff person. The key 
ingredients to success are: 

• A relationship built on common ground and understanding 
• Clients feeling seen as human and valuable 
• Truth-telling and vulnerability 

 
I'd see things that are in me in her. And that's usually when we butt heads. But I know 
she genuinely cares for me... She just has my best interest at heart…She tells me what 
I need to hear, not all the time what I want to hear. 

Academy Client, August 2019   
 

You have to have a good rapport with your case manager, be open to that to know that 
you know they're not just telling you stuff to just tell you stuff. “Okay your time is up, see 
you later.” I don't think she's a five o'clock case manager she's a person who'll want to 
sit down. “Let’s grind it out; let’s do it.” So I think that's significant. Asking you what is it 
that you think you need to better yourself? What is it that you need to accomplish that? 
And then give suggestions. And then have the information, you make an informed 
decision on what you want to do. 

Academy Client, September 2019  
 
Clients noted that staff turnover has an impact on their ability to get at these ingredients; 
particularly because it often takes time for caseworkers to be able to ask some of the tough 
questions and for clients to be able to answer them.  

 
It depends on the client and the counselor. Me, personally, my counselor has been 
changed three times since I've been here, so they're not my people... You start to feel 
like your business is getting out there because after three people know, everybody 
knows. 

ATI Client, September 2019  
 
The older the client population and the longer the periods of incarceration, the longer 
relationships can take to form. Mike Perez noted that he trained Freedom Program clients who 
often lacked awareness about themselves or a situation they found themselves in. An example 
might be teenage clients who lived in homes where drugs were being used or sold yet didn’t 
see that these were not reasonable housing situations. He trained caseworkers to see the 
points where clients self-assessed with low self-awareness as opportunities for counseling.  In 
contrast, the older population being served by the housing programs often had stronger self-
awareness but struggled to be open with their caseworkers about what they knew to be true. 
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It's the relationship that you and this individual have or the counselor or the person that 
you're dealing with. If you have some kind of understanding, a ground that you both 
could stand on... At first, I felt like she was picking on me. I said, "Why are you asking 
me these questions? Where is this going to? What am I going to get out of this?" But it 
took time and patience on her part. 

Academy Client, August 2019   
 

First of all, the prison mentality you have to understand is as such-- you can't show 
weakness. You can't show that you need help because you're vulnerable. We can't 
allow ourselves to be vulnerable to no one. It's a big step to accept something like that 
because we, I know me, we lie to ourselves for so many years and held down the fact 
that I need help. I'm vulnerable, but I can't let him see that. He'll take advantage of me. I 
can't let him see that… I can lie to you. I could lie to you, but I can't lie to myself. So 
when I ask those questions, when I read those questions, I have to answer it in my 
mind, in myself, reevaluate. 

Academy Client, August 2019   
 
Much of the focus on relationships had to do with the ability to be honest. Barriers to honesty 
fell into the categories of lack of self-awareness or heightened self-protectiveness. As one staff 
member responded, “Client's think they are higher than what they really are. Numbers can be 
subjective as well.” Caseworkers used OS to get beyond both of these hurdles. Sometimes 
they used techniques and approaches that strayed from the Triangle training. Several clients 
noted that their caseworkers initially allowed them to rate themselves higher and then later on 
helped them see that this hadn’t been accurate. In these instances, Stars would show drops in 
ratings in the later scoring.  The supervisors also noted that certain domains often took 
precedence, particularly as time went on and caseworkers knew their clients. 
 

You have to look at some of this stuff, you know and be honest of where you at. That's 
where the visual comes again, because I just wanted to write everything down. That's 
when I could see I had to work on certain areas, and make moves in certain areas, 
because…to be honest, I was slacking. 

Scattered Sites Client, September 2019  
 
Rapport is certainly a key theme in the research conducted for this report. Also central was the 
pressures of time and competing compliance issues for clients and staff.  Clients frequently 
noted that they had to focus on the key life priorities, whether it was finding housing, attending 
drug or alcohol treatment, or following up on pressing physical or mental health concerns.  
 
For caseworkers, it was the volume and duplication of paperwork. In large part this centered 
around mandated treatment plans and the OS. Funding sources often require certain types of 
approved treatment plans that do not yet include OS. This results in duplication of efforts which 
takes time and can create frustration in caseworkers and between caseworkers and clients. “It 
is the unnecessary duplication of work (Star and service plan development) that makes it 
difficult to effectively utilize the Star.” As another staff member noted, client intake forms might 
involve more than 30 pages of paperwork with significant duplication of information. After filling 
this out it is challenging to focus on the more in-depth and meaningful work of the OS.  
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Caseworker Preparation and Training 
 
As established earlier, the OS is markedly different from other tools and methodologies. It is 
meant to be jointly owned by caseworkers and clients. The interdependence between the two 
is integral to its successful use. While the tool itself is simple, 50% of caseworkers who were 
surveyed stated that they found it challenging to use the Star with clients. Caseload size and 
the magnitude of obstacles that clients face in order to have fulfilling lives are factors. 
 

Understanding that the process of change will take some time and for those that have 
been exhibiting wrong behaviors for years, change won’t come immediately or 
overnight.  

Fortune Caseworker   
 
Caseworker training establishes not just the use of the tool but how to work with clients in 
using it. The initial training reviews theory and background as well as the core tenets of OS. 
This training was initially provided by Triangle staff but for the past two years has been 
exclusively provided by Fortune Staff, primarily Simon Jaffe who leads the work at the 
organization. 87% of staff felt they had been adequately trained to use the Star with clients. 
Caseworkers and program leaders noted the strength of these initial training sessions as well 
as their appreciation for ongoing monthly support sessions. The monthly sessions are intended 
to deepen the practical and applied skills of caseworkers and program leaders.  
 
Most current caseworkers using OS have been using it for two years or less. As a result, it is 
not surprising that only a third of respondents assessed themselves as strong enough to adapt 
within situations and contexts outside of what is expected. 
 

Chart W: Staff Assessment of Outcome Star Capacity 

 
 

 
This is not a negative reflection on the caseworkers or the quality of their training. It would be 
unreasonable to expect staff to be experts at this relatively early juncture. Given the turnover in 
staff it is also reasonable and expected to see that 25% self-assessed at a basic level. This is 
appropriate growth in the evolution of an organization’s adoption of a new methodology and 
should be considered a positive indicator. 
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VI. Recommendations 
 

Self-resilience, learning what works, motivation, and taking care of responsibility, 
accepting help, it stuck… It really did help me out a lot. I want to be humble to this, I 
gotta take advantage of this because this is not forever.  

Academy Client, August 2019   
 
Well it showed me that if I worked on everything I needed to work on, and I did it 
consistently, that I would achieve the goals that I wanted.  

Scattered Sites Client, September 2019  
 
Modify the Tool and the Protocol for Use 
 
Caseworkers generally like the OS as a tool and in particular appreciate the agency that it 
provides clients in achieving goals that matter to them. They also agree that there is room for 
improvement in its use in order to get to better outcomes for those they serve. 50% of 
caseworkers surveyed for this report disagreed with the statement “The Star helps me achieve 
stronger results with clients than the other (or previous) tools I have used to work with clients.” 
There are two recommendations around the tool and protocol for use. 
 
Adapt the Tool 
 
The tool is started and finished in 90-day cycles. Clients set goals and measure them. They 
are able to look at the full picture of their lives, not just a single element. This is the power of 
OS. Focusing on the Star’s ten domains can also be time consuming and domains vary in 
relevance. “Usually the process of going over it with them every ninety days appears to 
present a problem for them. Change is incremental at best and to see it will usually take more 
than ninety days.” 
 
When all domains are focused on equally, one that isn’t as applicable (as we saw with the role 
of the Parenting domain in Justice Star) can have a measurable impact on overall results. 
Conversely, where clients had driving needs or challenges that demanded their attention and 
that of their caseworkers, the focus on some domains resulted in flagging attention to others. 
This emphasis likely skewed overall results. As one staff member said, “Having a conversation 
with someone who gives an “8” across the board you sometimes can’t challenge everything. 
The client might resist.  You challenge them on the ones that are important which might mean 
that when you look at all ten later you see the “8s” still on some of them because you just 
couldn’t challenge everything. You can challenge the client on five of them but not all of them.” 
 
Some solutions that balance the holistic approach with specific or emergent needs for clients: 

• In the initial Star look at all areas of a client’s life in order to fully understand them as a 
human being and be clear on their needs as well as the biggest challenges. As time 
goes on (and the opportunities for lengthy conversations are constricted), determine 
what the 4-5 domains are to focus on in subsequent 90-day cycles. This might mean 
that clients have a smaller Star and domains shift at 90-day intervals. 

• Identify 3-4 core domains that apply to everyone across the organization. Having them 
be across programs would assist in data collection and analysis for the organization. 
These would likely include the key determinants of a healthy and productive life. Other 
domains (1-2) could be available to choose from and selected by the client and 
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caseworker. These would result in even further personalized Stars for clients that still 
maintained integrity to the organizational mission and the needs of rigorous and 
thoughtful treatment plans. 

• Identify 2-3 driving domains (bigger levers) that are key to the work of each program 
and allow clients and caseworkers to collaboratively identify 2-3 more. The data 
revealed that these exist either because they are the fundamental to the work of a given 
program (such as tenancy is for housing) or are leading indicators (such as drug and 
alcohol abuse). 

• The full Star might be re-administered annually which would provide the opportunity for 
a re-set on goals and assessing where each client is at. 

 
Regular and Embedded Use 
 
As noted previously, 50% of caseworkers responded that they did not revisit the Star during 
weekly sessions with them. A number of clients noted this as well. The one caveat to this is 
that with all the tools and supports in place for clients, it is clear that a number of caseworkers 
do use the Star with clients but might not be explicitly calling it out as OS work. 
 

One day, I will come in on Wednesday and we will have a great amount of series of 
questions people would ask me and that most likely was this Outcome Star. But, without 
me actually knowing like, that's the Star, he's actually looking up. He would asked me 
certain questions like physical health, emotional health, what's going on in your life 
outside of here? I could tell him anything that was going on here. And he's like, well 
what are you doing at home?  

ATI Client, August 2019  
 

As far as the Star, like I said, just revisit it more. Maybe once a week? When we have 
our sessions with our counselor, that would be a good time to show it. Or at least, if 
you're failing in this aspect you need to work on that one or this one is doing great, and 
you can see it and what you need to focus on for the next week. If they only show it to 
you once every other month, you kind of get lost on exactly which direction you need to 
go in. So a constant reminder of what you're doing, and the progress of it would 
definitely help.  

ATI Focus Group, September 2019 
 
In order for the Star to hold a stronger and more consistent presence so that it endures with 
clients we recommend considering some of these options: 

• Stick with the concept that people who set goals that are important to them are more 
likely to be successful than those who do not set goals. This means a consistency in 
revisiting them and establishing smaller milestones along the way that help clients see 
progress in incremental ways.   

• Caseworkers more explicitly call out when they are referring to, reinforcing, or building 
on the goals and skills in the Star domains for clients. This will need to be balanced with 
not undermining the authentic and organic relationships with clients. The danger would 
be if this became perceived by clients as more compliance driven. 

• Make it easier for caseworkers to consistently follow-up by embedding a reminder in the 
system when key actions are needed. Something as simple as a reminder to reassess 
and follow-up at each 90-day mark.  
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Build on What Works for Clients 
 
The clients who participated in this study clearly understand that the work they do with Fortune 
staff is intended to set them up for fulfilling lives that they can sustain for themselves. This 
entails the establishing the concept and habit of goal-setting and the tenacity for achieving 
one’s goals as long-term behaviors. The work with OS is a way of embedding those in clients 
that ideally would support independent success. There are approaches to using the OS that 
are already showing evidence of this. 
 

When I'm out there in society and I'm going through some type of emotional or physical 
or... Those counselors and the case managers are not going to be there. But the Star 
becomes the case manager.  

Academy Focus Group Client, August 2019   
 
I don't have family, I come from an orphan history and chronic homelessness. I've been 
institutionalized 46 years of my 56 years on the planet.  But I do have some special 
needs and considering the complexity of my needs, I think that The Star, it kind of has 
kept me stable. I've made a record by this is my second year and I haven't been in jail 
again. So, I think it is due to Star and Fortune. In spite of some of the rough times I've 
had here, I give Fortune credit for me still being out here and finding my way and 
keeping to a program.  

Academy Focus Group Client, August 2019   
 
Share Tools with Clients 
 
There is wide variation in the ways that the Star is filled out. Some staff print a version for 
clients. Others fill it in on a computer with the client looking on. Others print a version and write 
for the client. These all seem to be acceptable approaches and a number of caseworkers vary 
their approach based on the client. This is very much the strength of meeting clients where 
they are at. A next step would be assuring that all clients possess copies of current Stars. 
 

It's actually in my room right next to my mirror in the bathroom, tacked up with a paper 
note to it… Like my aunt used to always say, everything has a place, and everything 
should be in its place. So, I know what I'm working on today.  

Academy Client, August 2019  
 
That Star, when a person leaves or if they leave here, they should be given that. I know 
I'm going to take one. I don't know about anyone else because I could use that. I see 
the benefits of it in the future, in the long run when I'm not even in this program, when 
I'm off of parole, when I get into those defects of character, when I get into those 
roadblocks where this computer is driving me crazy and I'm ready to quit, give it up. I 
can read into that to see where I'm at and how to get back. 

 Castle Client, Focus Group August 2019  
 
Clients were clear that having a hard copy of their Star was important to them. A number who 
had hard copies were able to reference where they kept them and how they used them. Others 
who didn’t receive hard copies expressed the desire to have them. Reflections on how to use 
them centered around the driving force of their own goals. Part of keeping the goals and work 
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of OS relevant and important is to assure that they are present. This is certainly in keeping with 
the importance that has been placed on the visual nature of the tool. 
 
One final recommendation is that the tools be translated into major languages of the client 
population (namely Spanish). This will save time for caseworkers and reduce minor frustrations 
and barriers for clients. 
 
Client Training and Group Support 
 
Given how different the OS is as a tool, additional training and group support for clients might 
be beneficial and help increase efficiency for Fortune.  Approaches might include: 

• Community discussions about the influence and power of goal-setting with the Star that 
include the voices of clients who have successfully used it or gained from it. 
Conversations open to clients of other programs might also lay the groundwork for the 
expansion of the Star into other program areas. 

• Additional explanations or a short reference guide for clients to use as a resource when 
referring to their own Stars between meetings with caseworkers. 

• Small group sessions facilitated by staff where clients could talk through a specific 
domain and what they’re doing to work on it. These might resemble group counseling 
sessions but also could be an opportunity for clients to listen to and learn from each 
other. In addition to specific domain discussions, clients might also get together and 
speak about their goals and what they want to accomplish. The focus of each program 
would likely provide some coherence to the conversations. 

 
You definitely could do a group about it, I mean people will share as much as they want, 
but you want to do a group, because like I said, the knowledge is always in the room we 
talk too. Oh, you're trying to improve, well I went over here? It could be a group of 
exchanging information about other people who's lacking the area of the Star with 
people who excels in the area of the Star. Mix and match and see what happens.  

ATI Client, Focus Group September 2019  
 
Reduce Duplication Through Integration 
 
The single biggest complaint (and set of recommendations for change) from caseworkers was 
around the time and energy to complete the Star. The most cited reason was the duplication of 
efforts involved in the Star and each program’s mandated treatment plan and follow-up.  
 
While ATI has some relief on restrictions, all of the program areas are required to create 
individual treatment plans that comply with funding and oversight agencies. This doesn’t simply 
add time for paperwork to caseworkers’ workloads, the burden can sap the energy and 
enthusiasm of clients which in turn further increases workloads: 

• It's a lot similar to the Individual Service Plans, hence clients tend to run out of gas 
before the conclusion of it. 

• The Star is additional and can appear repetitive when doing service plans, home visits 
and progress notes. 

• It's doing two service plans which takes up more paperwork time instead of spending it 
caring for clients 

(Caseworker responses to July 2019 Survey) 
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Before further institutionalizing the implementation of OS at Fortune, it is important to establish 
an agency treatment plan modeled on OS. This is part of the work ahead for Fortune as laid 
out in previous internal recommendations and this study supports that. There are some 
opportunities to support this: 

• Staff need a clear value proposition first. In order to establish this, something will have 
to come off of their plates. It is critical to figure this out and then share with them how 
using OS makes their lives easier and more able to help clients. 

• Advocate with funders about OS and convince them that the use of it will lead to better 
outcomes. Now that some have gotten some exposure, they may be more ready to 
allow Fortune to proceed with it as a pilot and eliminate or modify the use of other 
treatment plans.  

• Align and streamline other paperwork for clients and caseworkers by determining what 
information is truly necessary – and for whom – and eliminating the rest. The litmus test 
for this would likely be: 1) when is the last time someone used that information? And 2) 
did it help a client achieve better outcomes? 

 
Train Beyond the Basics 
 
The Justice Star Guidance for Workers, published by Triangle, states: 
 

Completing the Justice Star is meant to be a helpful process that stimulates and 
focuses discussion and provides a useful, shared basis for an action or support plan. It 
is a flexible tool that relies on the skills of the professionals using it, as well as on a 
degree of understanding and trust between service user and worker. The Star is 
designed to be used one to one – the aim is to have a genuine interaction and complete 
it collaboratively.  

Justice StarTM © Triangle Consulting Social Enterprise Ltd  
 
The initial work to train staff has paid off. Clients are positive about the use of the Star and 
what the data is able to tell us about their progress is also positive. Current training is reliant 
primarily on one person, Simon Jaffe, who has been trained extensively by Triangle and has 
deep knowledge of Fortune. The challenge of this is that there are always new staff to train 
and existing staff who need expertise on the model and one person can’t meet all of those 
needs. Furthermore, in order to progress to the next level, it is important for more caseworkers 
to see themselves as highly competent, versus able to handle situations within an expected set 
of boundaries. This will mean developing more experts within the organization as well as 
deepening the training tools and supports that are available.  
 
Recommendations for this include: 

• Maintain Simon Jaffe as the in-house expert who teaches the theory and background 
behind OS to new staff. Further leverage his expertise with additional case studies and 
training of new and existing leaders.  

• Create new training tools for new staff and additional tools for experienced staff: 
o Small case studies that present a client and his or her Stars along with case 

notes from caseworkers (cases might vary in level of challenges) 
o Videotape initial and ongoing OS usage with clients to demonstrate what it really 

looks like with Fortune clients.  
o Professional exchanges already exist among colleagues. Assembling a more 

formal “dos and don’ts” set of tips by and for caseworkers of what works along 
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with a repository for supporting examples or tools could increase the usefulness 
and likelihood of collegial networking. 

• Add strong practitioners to the training team so that the theory and research is balanced 
with the perspectives of someone in the field and allow people to practice. For new 
caseworkers this might be in an apprentice format with an experienced caseworker. 

• Other professional learning can be integrated into the use of OS. Much of the work of 
navigating client meetings in order to meet them where they are at necessitates 
additional skills. Connecting approaches such as relapse prevention and motivational 
interviews to the context of OS would bring coherence to the work for staff. 

 
Establish Aligned and Useful Data Systems 
 
Outcomes for clients are the goal here. The use of OS is intended to help clients better 
achieve outcomes that are important to them and reach well beyond reducing recidivism to 
establishing and sustaining fulfilling lives. The OS helps better understand the more holistic 
nature of these types of results as well as the approach to getting there.  
 
In order to build on existing success, Fortune needs to know when outcomes are achieved and 
how to measure impact. Part of the focus for this report was on establishing where the hard 
data of growth for clients (had they re-offended or relapsed or lost housing) met with the 
progress gains reflected in the ten domains of each Star. As expected, because the data 
collection systems at Fortune significantly pre-dated the implementation of OS, it was difficult 
to line these up. The older data systems at Fortune are being replaced with Caseworthy, a 
system that will integrate OS data and better support a side-by-side look at the quantitative 
data that reflects client outcomes at major intervals as well as the more balanced and nuanced 
data of the OS.  
 
In customizing the data collection systems we recommend considering the following: 

• Intake and discharge data that include caseworker options for choices on a scale for 
some of the key domains that are also addressed by OS. For example, rather than 
simply noting whether a client was using drugs or not during intake a caseworker might 
choose from a drop-down menu that included: 

○ Frequent abuse/misuse of hard drugs (heroin, crack cocaine, methamphetamine)  
○ Occasional abuse/misuse of hard drugs 
○ Frequent abuse/misuse of lighter drugs (marijuana, prescription painkillers) 
○ Occasional abuse/misuse of lighter drugs 

The result would be that caseworkers and leaders could see how a client improved or 
declined on the Star domain for Drugs and Alcohol as well as see the caseworker 
assessment of abuse/misuse in more objective (though with some nuance) terms. This 
would reduce the typical binary options and allow the system to capture progress while 
at the same time also reducing some of the extensive note-taking that is not easily 
reviewed or rolled up for organizational assessment.  
 
Not all OS domains would need to have a corresponding set of data collected. We 
would recommend them for: Crime-free Life, Accommodation, Drug and Alcohol Misuse, 
Physical Health and Mental Health. This would necessitate five simple drop-down 
menus from which caseworkers would select every 90 days. This would provide better 
data to Fortune and would reduce time for staff because it would replace the current 
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need to write these as basic case notes (where in the files we reviewed information was 
collected and worded inconsistently) 

• Assessments by caseworkers and self-assessments varied in the amount of time a 
client had to make progress between the before and after snapshots.  For future 
analyses, setting a minimum time between pre- and post-assessments would allow for 
consistent comparisons. If caseworkers updated this at the 90-day mark with each 
client, the timing would align with when OS data is collected. 

• The data and notes being used for clients in case system don’t pull the goals into the 
existing case notes. If client goals are going to be a driving impetus for clients and 
caseworkers, they need to be part of the main record so that they are seen and 
attended to regularly. Currently the separate Triangle system requires staff to go to 
separate locations or to re-type data and information. Creating a field in each client’s 
online case record for goals would easily capture this.  

• An extension of this that would also provide significant relief would be to set up Star 
reporting for Staff as an integrated part of Caseworthy. While the technical challenges of 
this are clear, there are undoubtedly solutions that would allow the two platforms to 
“speak” to each other. In the meantime, assuring that both systems generate 
comparative information that is useful for caseworkers and clients, as well as funders 
and oversight agencies, in assessing incremental and major milestone growth. 

• Currently a lot of data is collected for compliance and reporting purposes. There is data 
that would help the staff better support clients in achieving goals and knowing that 
they’d achieved them. Given how much harder it is to improve behavioral health, it 
would be good to formally survey staff and leaders on what data would be helpful to 
them. These data types should take priority in any customization of Caseworthy with 
compliance measures adapting around use measures versus the other way around. 

 
 
VII. Conclusion 

 
TBD After review of draft with clients. 
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VIII. Appendices 
 
 

1. Staff Survey 
2. Methodology 
3. Questions and Process for Interviews and Focus Groups 
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Staff Survey 

 
NARRATIVE RESPONSE QUESTIONS: 
1. From your perspective, what is the greatest benefit of using Stars to Fortune clients? Why? 
2. What’s the biggest challenge you face when you use the Star with clients? 
3. Was the training you received helpful in preparing you to use the Star well with clients?  
4. What additional training, professional collaboration, or support would help you get better at 

using the Star with clients? 
5. How does the Star compare to other documentation you are required to complete for your 

program? 
6. Are there any improvements you would like to suggest to how Fortune supports and 

expands the use of Star?   

 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

N/A 

The Star helps clients set clear goals and identify 
next steps. ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

The longer a client is enrolled in ATI / Academy / 
Scattered Sites / Castle Gardens], the more 
progress I see them make along the domains of 
each Star they undertake.  

¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

 I review all of a client's Stars with them at each 
Star review (90 day, 180 day, etc.). ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

I regularly refer back to the Star during weekly 
sessions with clients. ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

It is easy for me to enter information onto 
Triangle's online system for the Star. ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

The Star helps me achieve stronger results with 
clients than the other (or previous) tools I have 
used to work with clients.   

¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

I find it challenging to use the Star during sessions 
with clients.  ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

I have been adequately trained to use the Star 
with clients.  ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

My supervisor regularly reviews my clients’ Stars 
with me as part of my professional growth.  ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 

 
When clients who are filling out a Star for the first time 
(ever) it takes an average of _____ to get the Star set 
up. 

<30 
minutes 

30-60 
minutes 

60-90 
minutes 

>90 
minutes 

I’m not 
sure 

Clients who have used the Star before (either with me 
or a different Fortune staff member) spend an average 
of _____ with me completing a subsequent Star. 

<30 
minutes 

30-60 
minutes 

60-90 
minutes 

>90 
minutes 

I’m not 
sure 

I usually work to fill out the Star with clients by _____ 
printing it 
for client 
to fill out. 

printing it 
for me to 
fill it out 
for client. 

having 
the client 
enter into 
Triangle 
directly  

entering it 
myself 
inTriangle 
for the 
client 

It varies 
at least 
30% of 
the time 

I would rate my knowledge of the Star as _____ 

Limited  
(haven’t 
been 
trained) 

Basic 
(received 
initial 
training) 

Good 
(do well 
when goes 
as 
planned) 

Strong 
(I can 
adapt 
w/in the 
system) 

I’m not 
sure or 
haven’t 
gotten 
feedback 
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Methodology and Approach 
 
In the data gathering and analysis components of this assessment, client confidentiality was 
maintained through the use of client ID numbers. Identifiers for clients were redacted without 
the authors or data analysts of this report being privileged to them. Staff anonymity was also 
preserved in the survey process. Program and senior leader names are referenced when 
appropriate, and with permission. 
  
Quantitative Data Analysis Methodology 
 
The analysis of quantitative data examined baseline and follow-up information for clients of 
Fortune Society who utilized OS as part of their involvement in the ATI or Housing programs. 
This analysis occurred from July through October 2019. Further information about the 
methodology and approach are in the Appendix. For each program, the following analyses 
were conducted: 

• Summary of star self-assessment 
• Change from baseline to follow-up in Star self-rating  
• Breakout of self-assessment data by demographic 
• Change from client baseline to follow-up in caseworker data 
• Breakout of caseworker data by demographic 
• Comparison of self-ratings to caseworker-collected data on overlapping metrics of 

accommodation, drug and alcohol use, and mental health 
• Change in Star scores by caseworker 

 
The initial record review identified1,009 clients with two or more Stars. The goal was to review 
and analyze the Stars and other data collected by Fortune for 200 clients.  
 
1. Timeframe: A start date of January 1, 2016 reduced the eligible client population to 693. 

We determined that the early roll-out should not be included for the purposes of this project. 
2. Program Area: Three types of Stars were used with clients: Homelessness, Justice, and 

Recovery. In order to understand the effectiveness of each we sought to have adequate 
representation for each while balancing that representation based on the overall population. 

3. Demographic Data: In order to understand the usefulness and impact on the varied 
populations who engage with the Fortune programs using Star, it was important to assure 
representation in key demographics. These included gender, race, ethnicity, and age. 
 

Demographics of Eligible Client Population 

Star Prog Gender 
Identity All 

Race/Ethnicity  Age 

African White Latinx Asian Other  <21 21-
30 

31-
40 

41-
50 50+ 

R
ec

ov
er

y 
#5

4   

Female 9 6 1 1 1 0  1 4 1 1 2 

Male 45 30 3 12 0 0  8 20 9 4 4 

Ju
st

ic
e 

#3
94

 

A
TI

 Female 42 32 3 6 1 0       

Male 352 245 15 77 12 3       
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H
om

el
es

sn
es

s 
 

#2
45

 

Sc
at

te
re

d 
Si

te
 #

11
6 Female 28 22 1 5 0 0  0 6 10 3 9 

Male 88 52 7 28 0 1  0 2 17 32 37 
C

as
tle

 
#7

 Female 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 

Male 7 3 1 3 0 0  0 0 1 1 5 

A
ca

de
m

y 
#1

22
 Female 18 13 1 4 0 0  1 7 1 3 6 

Male 104 68 23 13 0 0  2 9 15 27 51 

 
Cohort Selection and Representation 
 
Of the eligible client population representation of use was as follows: 

• Recovery: represents 8% (54/693) with 1% (9/693) females and 6% (45/693) males  
• Justice: represents 57% (394/693) with 6% (42/693) females and 51% (352/693) males 
• Homelessness: represents 35% (245/693) with 6% (46/693) and 29% (199/693) males 

o Scattered: 17% (116/693) with 4% (28/693) females and 13% (88/693) males 
o Castle: 1% (7/693) – all males 
o Academy: 17% (122/693) with 2% (18/693) females and 15% (104/693) males 

 
In order to have sufficient information from all program groups and key demographics – 
particularly women – adjustments were made to increase the percentage represented in 
certain categories while taking into account the ratio of representation in the full population. 
 
Among the cohort of client Star records selected, 70 used the Homelessness Star, 100 used 
the Justice Star, and 30 used the Recovery Star.  In order to have sufficient information from 
all program groups and key demographics – particularly women – adjustments were made to 
increase the percentage represented in certain categories while taking into account the ratio of 
representation in the full population.  
 

TABLE A Fortune Society Outcome Star Cohort for Quantitative Data Analysis 

Star Prog Gender 
Identity All 

Race/Ethnicity  Age 
African White Latinx Asian Other  <21 21-

30 
31-
40 

41-
50 50+ 

Re
co

ve
ry

 
 #

30
 

Be
tte

r L
iv

in
g 

Female 8 5 1 1 1 0  1 3 1 1 2 

Male 22 14 2 6 0 0  5 8 5 2 2 

Ju
st

ic
e 

 
#1

00
 

AT
I 

Female 15 11 1 2 0 1  5 7 2 0 1 

Male 85 63 3 15 3 1  38 33 7 5 2 
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Ho
m

el
es

sn
es

s 
 

#7
0 

Sc
at

te
re

d 
Si

te
 #

31
 Female 8 6 1 1 0 0  0 1 3 1 3 

Male 23 13 2 7 0 1  0 0 5 8 10 
Ca

st
le

 
#7

 Female 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 

Male 7 3 1 3 0 0  0 0 1 1 5 

Ac
ad

em
y 

#3
2 

Female 8 6 1 1 0 0  1 4 0 1 2 

Male 24 15 1 8 0 0  1 2 4 7 10 

 
For data collected by caseworkers, data points were initial use of the Star and either discharge 
from services at Fortune, or current status for clients still engaged with Fortune.  Although 
caseworkers did not collect data on the same questions before and after participation, they 
collected data on comparable key topics: physical health, mental health, drug and alcohol 
abuse, housing, and employment. Analyses compared the number of participants showing 
positive outcomes or engagement with support services in each of these areas before and 
after participating in the program. For the 38 clients still engaged with Fortune at the time of 
the data analysis, in lieu of discharge data, caseworkers contributed a modified set of 
information. 
 
Qualitative Data Analysis and Methodology 
 
Three primary sources for input about the experience, usefulness, and prompt for behavior 
change were solicited and considered. These included individual interviews and focus groups 
with clients as well as a three-part anonymous survey of mid-level management and line 
workers (case managers and counselors). More information about the interview questions and 
protocol are available in the Appendix. 
 
The question format and interview protocol were established by the TRI team in collaboration 
with the Fortune working group. 11 individual interviews and 5 focus groups were then 
conducted by Alison Wright, Simon Jaffe, and Micaela Linder based on the determination that 
client would be more likely to be frank and forthcoming with Fortune staff than outsiders. The 
responses were analyzed by the TRI team. 
 
Not all clients who were interviewed were in the cohort of those whose Stars were examined. 
This is because the majority of clients with multiple stars have been discharged. Clients for 
individual interviews represented the following programs and demographics: 
 

Client Representation in Interview Cohort 
Program Cohort Gender  Race/ Ethnicity Hispanic/ Latinx Age 

ATI no Male Black or African American Yes 19 
ATI no Male Black or African American No 18 
ATI no Male Black or African American No 26 
ATI no Female Black or African American Yes 31 
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Academy no Male Black or African American No 48 
Academy yes Male Black or African American No 45 
Academy no Male Black or African American No 61 
Academy no Male White Yes 55 
Academy yes Male White Yes 41 
Castle Gardens yes Male Other Yes 56 
Scattered Site no Male White No 50 

 
 
Participants were told that the purpose of the interviews and focus groups was to look at the 
effectiveness of the OS implementation and to learn how Fortune might increase and improve 
the use of it with more clients at Fortune Society. Interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes 
and focus groups 45 minutes. The number of questions was limited in order to allow for 
conversation. Probing and follow-up questions were asked within the context of central 
questions (no new topics introduced). Interviews were recorded and transcribed for TRI with 
names and identifiers redacted. 
 
A confidential online survey was administered to staff of the program areas using the OS. The 
survey results were accessed only by the TRI team in order to prompt direct responses from 
staff. Questions included scaled agreement, multiple choice options, and open-ended 
responses. These more formally structured sources were supplemented by conversations with 
senior organizational and program leadership. 
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Questions and Process for Interviews and Focus Groups 
 
Introduction to Participants: When Fortune Society started using Outcome Star we wanted a tool to help 
us support clients as whole people and set them on a path to full lives – not simply reduce recidivism. 
We’ve spent the past several years using Outcome Star – and versions of it like Justice Star, 
Homelessness Star and Recovery Star.  Now we want to see how well it’s going, what we can do better 
with it, and how to increase and improve the use of it with more clients at Fortune Society. What you 
share will help us get better at serving you and others. 
 
Individual Interview Questions 
 

1. Can you talk about a way that the Star was helpful to you? What about a way that it was 
challenging or frustrating? 

a. Was it that you could see your progress on the Star chart or trust in the case manager 
with whom you were working? 

2. What kind of help did you get to understand the tool and how hard was it to learn? 
3. Did using the Star change your relationship with the staff person helping you?  

a. And are there things that person could’ve done to make you feel more helped in 
achieving your goals? 

b. How important was your relationship between you and your case manager or counselor 
around using the Star?  

c. How important was your relationship to your success? 
4. Compared to other places that you have received services and had plans or tools different from 

the Star – either at Fortune or other places in your life - how was the experience using Star 
different?   

5. Name 1-2 ways that using the Star has helped you change your life in ways that you think will 
stick around. 

 
Process: Interviews will last ~30 minutes. The number of questions is limited in order to allow for 
conversation. Probing and follow-up questions will be asked within the context of central questions (no 
new topics introduced). Interviews will be recorded and transcribed for TRI. 
 
Focus Group Questions 
 

1. One of the things we liked about Star was that it gave the opportunity for clients to have a lot 
more input and ownership.  Was the Star helpful and motivating to you in setting goals and 
doing the work you needed to do to reach them?  

2. In what ways is Star different from other plans or tools used in services you’ve received (at 
Fortune or elsewhere)? What’s better or worse about Star? 

3. What kind of help did you get to understand the tool and how hard was it to learn? How can staff 
do a better job of helping clients understand the Star at the beginning – and then how to use it 
as they go along.  

4. What was the relationship like between you and your case manager or counselor around using 
the Star? How important was your relationship to your success? 

5. What is important for us to be thinking about when we look at using Star in all of our programs?  
What should we pay attention to, improve, or change? 

6. Has Star helped you change your life in ways that you think will stick around? 
 
Process: Focus Group conversations will last ~45 minutes. Groups will range in size from no less than 
5 people and no more than 12. Individual interviewees will not participate in focus groups. The number 
of questions is limited in order to allow for conversation, debate, and divergent thinking. Probing and 
follow-up questions will be asked within the context of central questions (no new topics introduced). 
Focus groups will be attended by a notetaker who will take extensive notes and provide to TRI. 


